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Eruditio et
Amicitia

Full steam ahead

O

ur speaker this month is

through the eyes of their grand-

father who grew up on a railway col-

Jenny Mallin, an author living

daughter, Jenny describes momentous

ony, the first of its kind in India, which

at Kingsclere on the border of

events surrounding the lives of her an-

proved to be an exemplar and one

Berkshire and Hampshire who formerly

cestors, and of this presentation ‘Full

which set a precedent for future ones

had a successful career at the BBC in

Steam Ahead’, Jenny writes this: ‘With

to be established.’

television production; she has

ancestors who were in India at the

travelled extensively throughout India,

very beginning of the steam trains

country which, until the railway, was

the setting for this month’s talk.

starting up in the Indian subcontinent,

only possible by bullock cart due to

as well as those whose professions on

the varied landscape, climate, and

fascinating insight into five generations

the railway were held in high esteem

condition of the roads.

of her family who lived during the days

by the railway companies themselves,

of the British Raj in India. Seen

we learn how life was for my grand-

As a public speaker Jenny delivers a

This talk details the opening up of a

Derek Carpenter
Speakers’ Secretary
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Explainer/you’ll kick yourself if you miss this

The Short view Money
matters
A
t last we are seeing positive signs of
life becoming more like normal and
your committee is making tentative
plans for having our first face to face
meeting in September - l think it is going
to take time for us to get used to being able to meet
again and so we were thinking about a social event for
our first meeting. We will of course be carrying on with
our zoom meetings and there is also a working group
looking at Hybrid meetings - we are all learning a new
vocabulary these days - it may be possible to broadcast
a face to face lecture so people can still participate
even if they don't feel ready to actually meet in person
or if the numbers we can safely accommodate in the
hall is restricted. Early days at the moment but we would
be pleased to hear your thoughts about this.
A number of our more outdoors groups are now meeting up - just a gentle reminder - please stick with whatever covid regulations are in place while you do this.
I am looking forward to my first trip to Wales in eighteen months and l know many of you are now looking forward to being able to take a break away for the first time
in a long while.
We are also planning to hold our AGM in June via
zoom - and if there is anyone who would be interested
in the committee please contact me or any of the committee members - or if there is anyone who would like
to be more involved but maybe doesn't feel committee
life is for them - well there are plenty of projects that
we could do with some help. With best wishes to you all
Chrys Short, Chair

David Salvage, Honorary Treasurer

Y

ou will be pleased to hear that in the financial year
April 2020 to March 2021 - that our u3a branch
made a surplus – this, of course was in no small

measure due to the impact of the various lockdowns and
covid restrictions that were imposed upon us.
The budget for this new financial year April 2021 to March
2022, another year when we are being restricted in our activities, shows that we expect to make a small loss.
However, the budget for the following financial year (April
2022 to March 2023), which we hope will be a more normal
year, with the usual full range of u3a activities predicts a
loss of around £1400. It is for this reason that your committee has agreed that our annual membership fee, which has
remained at £12 for the last 6 years, will need to increase
from April 2022; this increase will be limited to £3 per year.
This will be a very small increase but it is useful to remind
ourselves of the benefits it brings, namely – 11 monthly general interest talks per year, access to the many Groups that
are running, receiving 5 copies of Third Age Matters magazine per year, offers of visits and holidays.
To facilitate changing the membership fee your committee
is considering changing the method of collecting those fees
from the current Standing Order arrangement, which can be
adjusted by each member, to using Direct Debits, which has
to be organised through a finance company, at extra cost.
Your views on this would be welcome.
David Salvage
Honorary Treasurer

Ready for launch on a digital device near you

W

ebmasters Steve Fisher and John Stow are making the
final updates to the new Malling u3a website prior to an
official launch. Please keep us posted of any changes to the
Interest Groups as ensuring the accuracy of this part of the
website has proved particularly vexatious.
Watch this space for the launch date!
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Telling it as it was: anticlockwise from top left
1. The location 2. A wrecked yew 3. The remains of a hornbeam in a recent
clearing 4. How the old trackway looked before this clearance for a road

Conservation or wanton vandalism?
I wondered if it would be acceptable to publish a critique of last month’s ‘OldChalk NewDowns project' talk, asks Lesley Munro?
Although speakers are generally not to be criticised- especially free ones!- I feel strongly that the inaccurate propaganda
pushed by KCC in favour of this damaging 'project' is demeaning to the U3A and needs a right of reply.

F

or reasons which baffle me, KCC has

by an ugly industrial metal gate. It would take 400 years to regain its old veg-

started clearing brush and trees and

etation, as even the stumps have been dragged out. It's as though KCC has

ancient forest from the downs, in order to

never heard of climate change and the value of mature trees.

create chalk grassland. While the latter is home

The speaker evaded my questions on species-diversity and tree-felling, and

to a few unusual species the chalk grassland is

I am still awaiting her promised meeting. Perhaps her propaganda purpose is

species-poor, climate-vulnerable, and man-

done. But I would propose U3A be very careful of being used as a platform for

made. Mature woodland is over twice as

misinformation. It's everywhere these days!

species-rich (Woodland trust) climate ameliorating, and self-sustaining, as it is a 'climax ecosystem'.

Lesley Munro
The views and opinions expressed are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect those of Malling u3a.

In dubious support of the scheme, an ancient
trackway, the Pilgrims Way where it runs through

Have your say!

the Birling estate, has been destroyed, along with

Do you agree? do you disagree? Tell us what you think

its mature yews, oak, field maple etc. protected
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Hoe, hoe, hoe it’s
off to work we go:
the football field
was duly ploughed
up and a great
many periods at
school were devoted to cultivating vegetables

School, bombs and vegetables

T

he second world war started soon
after I started school, we lived in a
very small village in Surrey which
had been a part of the Lovelace estate.
There were two classes at the village
school which more than sufficed for between twenty and thirty infants. We lived
over a mile from the school and had to
walk, very few people at that time owned
a motor car, you either walked or cycled.
Petrol rationing was soon introduced and
those fortunates with cars had to jack
them up on bricks for the duration of the
war. Essential users were issued with
petrol coupons.
We walked to school carrying our
sandwiches and as the war continued,
gas masks in cardboard boxes hung
around our necks by string. We had
training sessions at school to make sure
we knew how to fit them effectively, we
all thought this hilariously funny! Due to
rationing having been introduced the
football field was duly ploughed up and a
great many periods at school were devoted to cultivating vegetables, something which remained with me for the
rest of my life. We also did a lot of knitting with allocated khaki wool, most in-
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fants could knit and could turn a heel on
socks and knit gloves with fingers, these
were all adult size and our contribution
to the war effort.
School dinners came in at some time
during 1940, this was because lots of
parents were engaged in “war work” I
suppose, from my limited recollection
they were fairly basic but with rationing
well in place by then we were glad to eat
anything, nobody could afford to be
“picky” then, and as for a choice of food,
that was unheard of.
Most children were already able to
read by the time they started school,
mostly by word recognition, our mothers’
had read to us a great deal, although we
had a radio, (batteries and accumulators), there was no television of course
and as at that time we were not connected to the national grid electrical appliances were not an option.
During the battle of Britain a bomb fell
in the field adjacent to our playground
the blast causing serious damage to the
school roof, luckily we were not attending
at the time but had it been during school
hours once the siren had sounded we
would all have filed out into the dark and

damp air-raid shelter across the playground. Following this, classes adjourned
to the local parish room, this doubled as
an entertainment venue with Whist
drives, make do and mend sessions, social evenings to entertain the troops billeted in the area etc. Our education from
then on became even more fragmented,
classes limited to mornings only. We
were fortunate by being able to stay at
home with our mothers, (most dads
being away in one of the services,)
children who were evacuated probably
had an even more disrupted education.
Most of my generation, in spite of so
many distractions, managed to leave
school with a good basic knowledge of
the three “R’s”, discipline was strict, the
cane was always visible on the top of the
cupboard but to my knowledge there
was never anything bad enough to justify
its use. That school became a private
house at the end of the war, I have been
back to see it several times as in spite of
the war and the many problems I have
fond memories of the time I attended
there.
Pat Lander
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Schoolboy love
for things Italian

L

ooking back over my secondary school days I now realise
that I was subtly being influenced into loving Italy and its
culture. This was especially so as I came to the last years
in school. We had a great tradition of Gilbert and Sullivan and
in my last year it was 'The Gondoliers.’ Every day in Assembly
in the Summer Term the isle of San Giorgio Maggiore as viewed
from St Mark's Square took shape. I was fascinated by the
campanile. Though I was not selected by Mr Lee as the Duke of
Plaza Toro or the Grand Inquisitor or the romantic lead, which
always went to Monroe, and ended up as a peasant Contadine
in the chorus, the music and Venice scenes and beautiful girls
convinced me that one day I would climb that tower. I did a
few years later but in a lift accompanied by a monk as well as
my wife. The peasant had arrived at the top.
In geography our special subject was volcanoes and our
teacher was fond of Etna and Vesuvius. I learnt a lot about lava
flows , Pompeii and the Bay of Naples. So when we were invited
to a wedding on the Amalfi coast we had to go. On our return
flight the plane had to aim straight for Vesuvius and soar above
it - the first attempt was aborted as the wind was not right, but
the second time round we cleared it to loud cheers. Mr Smith
of geography would have admired our pluck and view.
At school I was strong in Latin and I had to read Cicero,
Ovid and especially Virgil's Aeneid which describes Aeneas
leaving defeated Troy and making his way across the Mediterranian to found Rome breaking Dido's heart on the way. He

Aeneas fleeing Troy for Rome: Federico Baroccio 1598
Borghese Colln, Rome. The extant version is a variant on the
original with explicit Roman architecture altered to appeal to
its Roman recipient, Cardinal Scipione Borghese
was the hero of Mr Ross's Latin class and when later I was
asked to be a trustee of the Anglican Centre in Rome I immediately accepted. It is based in the Via del Corso, Palazzo
Pamphilj and we have stayed in the top floor flat .
Other Italian influences were in the chess club as we were
encouraged to play the Sicilian defence as black and in the
English class where Miss Kerr loved EM Forster and we went to
Florence in 'A Room with a View'. I have read it again and also
all of Elena Ferrante's novels. I left the school with an Italian
bent and this has continued in learning elementary Italian, and
becoming a fan of Giotto, della Francesca, Pavarotti, Puccini, lasagne, prosecco and panettone. Though brought up as an Irish
Protestant loyalist I even have come to like the Pope.
Brian Stevenson

Boys, girls and mixed infants

W

e lived in a tiny hamlet in Somerset where there was a manor
house, a forge, a school a village shop, a
beautiful Elizabethan church and a bus
into Bridgwater once a week. Although I
was only four I was allowed to wander
off to see my friends. One day as I
passed the school a side door was open
and there were long strands of coloured
raffia hanging from a hook inside. Intrigued I walked in and asked to join.
There were seventeen pupils in the
entire school aged from 5 to 11. I was told
I had to be five to become a member
but as a special favour as Friday was
handwork afternoon I could join the raffia class, so I stabbed happily on a raffia
mat until I was five.
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The school had three entrances Boys,
Girls and Mixed Infants so I became a
mixed infant but was surprised that all
three entrances led into one large hall!
There was only one teacher whom we
had to call Governess. She was responsible for lighting the round black cast

Old School House, Goathurst: built in 1876
and educated local children until 1952 when
it was converted into a private dwelling.

iron Tortoise stove and because it was
still very cold we were led out into the
playground where we did “Milkman’s
Bumps”, jumping on the spot whilst
slapping our arms round our torsos and
saying our tables from 2 to 12 forwards
and backwards…..I can still do it even
now!
Back in the hall and somewhat breathless we were split into groups one reading, one doing arithmetic and one
writing. At some point Governess put
milk on the top of the stove to warm to
which she had added sugar and it was
distributed at break. We called it “Governess milk”.
I was blissfully happy there for two
years until my parents moved to Yeovil
and I was in a large class in a large
school and I hated it.
Pat Head
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Atoning for a school
girl’s flights of fancy

G

oing Home from School by Train It was exciting
but a bit frightening. I was seven and I was coming
home from school by myself for the first time. It
wasn’t difficult. I had to walk down Buckland Road, through
a narrow passage and across the Broadway, past one of my
father’s favourite shops, Bunyards Seed Merchants, to
Maidstone West station. I remember climbing up into the
carriage and feeling very proud and grownup.
Later on I had a regular companion. Pat Smith, ginger hair,
freckles and friendly, took the same train. Her father was
Station Master at Yalding, further down the line. I kept her
entertained with tales of my amazing older brother. I think
he was almost grown up and had left school. He was a
dashing, romantic guy and of course devoted to his little
sister. The trouble was, he didn’t exist.
One day there was a complication. Pat was coming back
to lunch with me because the school wasn’t providing
lunch on that particular day. I lived nearer the school and
my mother would be at home. I was much embarrassed by
the plan, but it had to be dealt with quickly. I explained to
Pat that my brother had just been killed in a motor cycle
accident - of course I had told her about his motor bike and it was most important that she should not mention
anything about him to my mother as she was so upset, Pat
said nothing, but I knew immediately that she realised that

Lettting the train take the strain: Maidstone West

my brother had been an invention - in fact a big lie.
We never spoke of him again. I felt very guilty. It cast a
shadow over our relationship. I know now that the “lie” if
you have to call it a lie, did no one any harm and perhaps
entertained Pat but this has stuck painfully in my mind and
now I am old, I absolve myself. Years later my youngest
daughter improved on reality more elaborately and imaginatively and actually succeeded in misleading her junior
school teachers. In the car with her father one afternoon
another car hit them at a cross roads. When I collected her
from school the next day the teacher said that she was
sorry to hear about Cressida’s terrible ordeal. It must have
been terrifying to be chased across London by hooligans in
a sports car, they sympathised. I was proud of her. She
can still make stories more enthralling and convincing than
I ever could.
Maeve Bhavan

Holidays: rapids, outriggers and man eating tigers
various parts of
the world; now
taking our house
(caravan) and belongings with us
and exploring EuFlashback memories: Class iv rapids and broken masts
rope and the UK.
We
also
were
in
a
bus
when the
hank you all so much for your holiwheel fell off though it was in Tanzania.
day stories. They brought back so
However there were more terrifying
many of our own holiday memories.
things that happened to us: being out
Our holidays fall into groups: early on
at sea in an outrigger when a storm
visiting relatives and doing day trips;
blew up, bailing like mad, and the sail
then packing tent and kids in the car
starting to tear away from the mast;
and exploring Great Britain; with more
being in a truck going the wrong way
money and no kids going on holidays
down a dual carriageway; falling out at
in Europe and further afield; after rethe top of a Class IV rapid, it’s amazing
tirement spending two to three
how long you can hold your breath
months backpacking each winter in

T
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when you have to, ‘I was scared for
you’ said our guide, I still get flash
backs under a shower; travelling in a
taxi with a Muslim driver when militant
Hindus surrounded it and started
rocking it from side to side; being the
only ones on a campsite where a tiger
had been videoed eating a deer, ‘don’t
worry’ said our guide ‘I don’t have a
tent he will eat me first.’. Still we survived them all.
Although we have no rich friends we
stayed in a palace in India with ivory
studded doors, servants who hid from
us, and a Maharani who is the most
amazing person I have ever met—but
that’s another tale……
Jacky Stow
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Anne’s knee slappers

Funnies
supplied by

Anne
Sargent

Sprayed my car
with rust remover
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